Price Outline
The costs of my aerosol portraits range from $140 to $400. These costs may vary based
on a few factors - such as portrait sizes, supplies used, how complex the projects are, delivery
and/or shipping costs, and the time required to spend on your piece. For example, a portrait with
a size of 24 x 36 inches would cost approximately $200, depending on the amount of work
required to put in on this piece.
Do you have a certain budget in mind that you’re able to spend? Let me know
beforehand and I’ll do my best to accommodate. Due to costs of the supplies I use, I’m unable
to take on projects with budgets under $140, but I’m willing to put together payment
arrangements for my current prices.
To get started, I will need a digital photo of yours to reference in your portrait, which will
help me in putting together a “digital sample” (or a rough sketch) that will show what your
portrait will look like. To make this work sample, I will need a non-refundable $20 pre-payment
that will serve as compensation for creating it, but that cost will go towards the full price of the
piece once it's finished. Once we are settled on a design, I will then request half of the project
funds as a non-refundable deposit to start the piece, with the remaining price due upon
completion.
For example, on a $200 project, the charge for a digital sample would be $20, the
non-refundable deposit would be $100, and the remaining cost that's due after the project is
finished would be $180.
Lastly, my pieces usually take around 4 to 6 weeks to complete, but if you have a certain
time frame that you would like to have this portrait done by, please be sure to inform me of this
beforehand. Once the piece is finished, I'll have the piece packaged and delivered/shipped to
you. Alternatively, I can make arrangements to have you pick up your piece at my studio.
Need further clarification? Feel free to shoot me an email for additional questions at
contact@ral86.com.

